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(32 J~) 

John Sutter was a young shop owner from Switzerland who had the ambitious 

dream of building a large (a) self-sufficient community in America. So in 1834, at the 

age of 31, he sailed there to follow his dream and seek a new life. 
Sutter arrived in New York that same year. He then worked his way across the 

North American continent until he arrived in upper California in 1839. There he 

found one of the best crop-producing areas on Earth. At last, Sutter was able to 

begin to work on his dream (b) project: New Helvetia-a settlement with stores and 

workshops that would be the center of a new agricultural community. 

By 1848, Sutter had been in California for almost a decade. During that time, 

he had to face many problems in the unsettled land. Nevertheless, Sutter's dream of 

building a remote rural paradise was still possible. He hired a man named James 

Marshall to build a sawmill* on the American River nearby. The water-powered 

sawmill would be important for processing trees into wood for the new buildings. 

It was Marshall who first found the gold. On the morning of January 24, 

Marshall noticed some shiny material in the bed of the channel they were digging 

for the sawmill. He picked up several pieces of that material and examined them 

closely. Knowing something about minerals, Marshall later said, "I could not (c) call 

to mind more than two which resembled this: iron, very bright and breakable; and 

gold, bright, yet soft." He tried to break one piece with a rock, and "found that it 

could be beaten into a different shape, but not broken." Then Marshall knew. He 

took four or five pieces over to a fellow worker, and said, "I have found it." "What is 
it?" the man asked, and Marshall said simply, "Gold." 

For John Sutter, the news that his men had found gold was a hammer-blow. As 

he well knew, a gold rush would destroy his dream of an agricultural community, 

and so at first he (d) tried to cover up the news. But men talked, and the rumors 

spread. After just a few weeks, there were reports that some of Sutter's employees 

had been using chunks of gold to pay for goods in stores at New Helvetia. 

A San Francisco merchant called Samuel Brannan was curious and went to New 

Helvetia to see for himself. When he realized the rumors were true, the first thing he 

did was to open a shop selling tools. Then he went back to San Francisco, put on his 
best clothes and (e) strode along the main street of the little town, holding a small 

glass container of gold above his head. "Gold!" he shouted. "Gold! Gold! Gold from 

the American River!" 

In the next few months, everything changed. The news reached the east coast in 
August, and in December the US president officially confirmed it. By the beginning 

of 1849, thousands of people seeking gold were (f) flooding into California every 

day. In January 1848, San Francisco had (g) boasted just 800 residents; by the end of 
1850, it had some 25,000, many of them in huts and tents. Many ships' crews 

deserted because they hoped to find gold, and their empty ships were then converted 
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into warehouses, stores, inns, and even a floating jail. The California Gold Rush was 

one of the greatest mass migrations in American history, bringing an estimated 
300,000 people to the west coast injust a couple of years. 

The terrible irony, though, was that there were more losers than winners. James 

Marshall's sawmill failed and he ended his life bankrupt. John Sutter abandoned the 

New Helvetia project and died a bitter man. For the men who found it, gold had 
been nothing but a disaster. 

*sawmill: ~;ftlt~ 

Dominic Sandbrook, "How a speck of glitter triggered the California Gold Rush" tz:. ~ ~ 

(-fmc!-(~) 

rp~ A *><::0)~.g,<:.g.~9 .Q'b0)~, 1'0) (11 '" 22) b'G 4 ?~~ t:', -t-0).~~~2A 

-tt J::o 

11 Sutter was 31 years old when he took action to realize his ambition by 

sailing to America. 

12 Previous to arriving in New York in 1834, Sutter crossed the North 
American continent. 

13 The land that Sutter chose to settle on was one of the best places to grow 

crops in the world at that time. 

14 By 1848, Sutter had been living trouble-free in California for nearly ten 

years. 

15 It was Sutter who was selected to build the sawmill on the American River 

in 1848. 

16 When Marshall woke up on January 24, he noticed he had been sleeping on 

pieces of soft shiny rock. 

17 Marshall's fellow worker took at least four pieces of the mineral that looked 

like gold over to him. 
18 Some early reports suggested that people who worked for Sutter were using 

pieces of gold to buy things in New Helvetia. 

19 Brannan opened a store in San Francisco to sell supplies for those who 

found gold. 

20 In December 1848, the US president confirmed that everything on the east 
coast had changed. 

21 A large number of ships were used for different purposes after their crews 
left to search for gold. 

22 The California Gold Rush caused an estimated 300,000 people to leave the 
west coast in just two years. 
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~B *~~~6~CtL~~~~W~~~~. ~~ (1-4) ~61?~~~ ~~fi 
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1 After Marshall found gold, Sutter sailed from Europe to America to build a 

new community; however, people rushed in and Sutter failed. 

2 Sutter left Europe and sailed to America to build a new community, and he 

became very successful when gold was discovered nearby. 

3 Sutter left Europe for America to build a new community; however, when 

gold was discovered and many people came, Sutter's project failed. 

4 Sutter left Europe and traveled to America to join Marshall's new 

community, but both failed after gold was discovered. 

rll~c *~~I1q~~,~,*x T. ~~$ (b· e • f • g) ~1t~·I1q~'i:~~ifrl,\~~~. 

~n-Fn~~ (1 -4) b'6 1 ?~~ C. ~~fi%~~cA-ttJ::o 

(b) project 

1 throw 2 enterprise 3 extension 4 crop 

(e) strode 

1 walked with long steps 2 tried very hard 
3 ran as quickly as possible 4 stopped suddenly 

(f) flooding 

1 crymg 2 covering 3 pounng 4 drowning 

(g) boasted 
1 denied 2 fired 3 stolen 4 claimed 

rll~ D *~~I1q~~,~,* x T. ~~$ (a • c • d) ~1t~ ·11q~'i:~~ifrl,\~~~. 

~n-Fn~~ (1 -4) b'6 1 ?~~ -C'. ~~fi%~~cA-ttJ::o 

(a) self-sufficient community 

1 social group that can live without outside assistance 

2 commercial group that reaches out to others 

3 company that can make a profit for itself 
4 town that gets assistance from the government 

( c ) call to mind 

1 visit 2 forget about 

(d) tried to cover up the news 

1 attempted to keep his dream secret 

3 remember 

2 attempted to hide the discovery of gold 

3 didn't want people to learn about his community 

4 wanted newspapers to report about the gold 
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New York's Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) announced in October 2016 that 

it had acquired the original set of 176 emojis. The symbols were a gift to the 

museum from the Japanese phone company that first ( a ) them. Paola Antonelli, 

senior curator at the museum, explained the reasons ( b ) the acquisition. "From the 

start in 1929, part of MoMA's mission has been to display and collect the art and 

design of our time, both digital and physical," she said. 

In carrying out its mission, the museum has acquired other digital items in the 

past, including the @ symbol and video games. Antonelli was asked ( c ) a museum 

could acquire something that can be found everywhere, such as an emoji. She noted 

that although works of art are usually thought to be ( d ), design works differently. 

Some design elements, such as the @ symbol, are in the public domain, so anyone 

can use them and the museum can display them. 

( e ) emojis themselves are products of modern technology, the idea behind 

them has a long history. "Emojis as a ( f ) go back to early writing systems such as 

the characters used by the ancient Egyptians," Antonelli explained. With this 

historical perspective in mind, MoMA planned to display the emojis in its lobby 

( g ) the end of the year, using graphics and animations to help visitors see the 

connections between the original emojis and the current generation. 

The first 176 emojis were released in 1999 and included smiling faces, whole 

and broken hearts, and star signs. Eleven years later, a standard system for emojis 

was ( h ). As a result, someone in France can send an emoji to someone in the US, 

and it will look the same, no matter what ( i ) of phone or operating system is used. 

Nearly 1,800 emojis are now ( j ), taking in a huge variety of symbols in 

categories such as food and drink, animals, and weather. The symbols also include 

objects as diverse as a glass of wine, a taxi, and a rainbow. Not all of the 

developments have been popular. Apple's decision to replace the gun symbol ( k ) a 

toy, for example, was controversial. More positively, the human faces in emoji have 

grown more diverse. As recently as 2016, eleven new emojis were created to ( 1 ) 

the number of emojis representing male and female professionals. New emojis are 

added regularly and continue to evolve and reflect our changing times. 

Associated Press, "Emojis ... New York museum acquires world's first set" ~c J: 0 

(-$~~) 
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(a) 1 creates 2 created 3 create 4 creating 

(b) 1 for 2 between 3 off 4 to 

(c) 1 whatever 2 however 3 what 4 how 

(d) 1 umque 2 only 3 alone 4 sole 

(e) I But 2 Consequently 3 Unless 4 Although 

(f) I concept 2 correction 3 timeline 4 treatment 

(g) 1 of 2 when 3 until 4 out 

(h) adopted 2 deleted 3 reminded 4 lost 

(i) 1 youth 2 subject 3 brand 4 card 

(j) 1 arrival 2 available 3 development 4 disappearing 

(k) 1 to 2 with 3 toward 4 through 

(1) I count 2 allow 3 divide 4 balance 

III ~~~2(a-d) ~~~~An~~~~~~~~~~~. i"n~n"""F~ (1 - 4) 
~61~~~~. i"~fi~~~A~~o (8 #'0 

(a) Alice told him she wanted to ( ) the kitchen to make some coffee. 

1 boil 2 cook 3 use 4 lend 

(b) I don't really want to eat this apple. It feels ( ). 

I very soft 2 so softly 3 like soft 4 to be softly 

(c) Take your umbrella with you ( ) it starts to rain. 

I whereas 2 while 3 because of 4 in case 

(d) A: Would you like another slice of pizza? 

B: Sure, ( ) ? I'll try the mushroom one. 

1 sorry 2 amI 

3 why not 4 I beg your pardon 
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~ ~~.2(a-c) ~~2~·~~~~~~6~n~nl?~~o ~~~~L~m~ 

b\S~~gg~~Lf, iE LI,\ggmtLC~tl;7t~o m~l'JtLta:~~tl;7ttdgR~~ 1 ~~g2A 

it~o (9£) 

(a) Almost all the student in my economics class seemed pleased with the 

new computers. 

(b) A friend of mine told us that this sport was much easy and less tiring 

than rugby. 

(c) Increasing energy efficiency is an important first step toward solve 

environmental problems. 

v ;;;:~~m (a - d) ~.2b\ta:,a:'ja] 1.;1t~tL1J:~ ~? 'L, ~~g~~!t!gg~~~~~C 1J: 
~!t!gg 1 gg~g2A it ~o 1J:(J=3, :.6:m~2*,a:m~l'JtL9~tLg2A ~n Tl,\~o 02 £) 

(01J) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

{
Karen is a very influential woman in this company. 

Karen has great i in this company. m~ influence 

{
Crossing the road without looking both ways first indicates a lack of 

common sense. 
It is not s to cross the road without looking both ways first. 

{ Many people find Pokemon GO very interesting. 

Pokemon GO is of great i to many people. 

{
The education of young people is crucial to our society. 

It is essential for our society that we e our young people. 

{ He injured his leg during the game. 

During the game he got an i to his leg. 
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~ ~~~B~~~$(a-e) ~n~n~. m~~n~~*~~*~~~~~~l~~ 

~2A-tt~o ~d3. ~w~~*~cl:m~M~,:~"n':~2A~n-rl,\~o (15 F.~O 

Dave : Kengo, do you want to go fishing (a) W me tomorrow? 

Kengo: Oh, that would be terrific! Are we going to get the boat out again and go to 

the lake? 

Dave : Not this time. The boat needs repairing. 

Kengo: So does that (b) m we're going to drive to the coast? I'll get car-sick. ---
Dave : No, I want to head to the river instead and do some fly-fishing. 

Kengo: Oh, I've never done that (c) b , so I don't know how. 

Dave : No problem. In fact, I'm just the man to (d) s you how it's done. 

Kengo: Sounds great! 

Dave : Then we'll have to get (e) U early. Hey, let's just pack a tent and make ---
a weekend out of it. 

Kengo: All right! Let's do it! 
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(32 #'0 

Why do we talk to pets and babies in the same way? Is it simply because we 

think both are cute? To investigate these questions, a team of scientists in France 

conducted research into what they call "dog-directed speech." Their study (a) sheds 

light on the similarities between how we talk to pets and how we talk to babies. 

In the study, the researchers asked people to look at pictures of dogs, to pretend 

that they were talking to a pet, and to say a set of common expressions including 

"Hi! Who's a good boy?" and "Come here!" The people automatically used a slow, 

high voice. The scientists made a recording of this dog-directed speech and played it 

to both puppies and adult dogs. They also played a recording of people talking in a 

normal voice, but using the same set of expressions. 

By using recordings, the researchers made sure that the dogs could not see the 

faces or gestures of the people talking to them. In this way, the scientists could focus 

on only one factor: voice. They think that talking slowly in a high voice may be our 

natural way of trying to interact with non-speaking listeners like babies or pets. One 

member of the research team, Professor Nicolas Mathevon, said that the way we talk 

to dogs resembles the way we talk to babies, which is known to engage their 

attention and promote language learning. 

In the experiment, the puppies reacted more positively to the dog-directed 

speech than to the normal speech. However, the researchers found that the adult 

dogs reacted in the same way to both kinds of speech. "We found that puppies react 

strongly to dog-directed speech, (b) in the absence of other cues, like visual ones," 

Mathevon said. "Conversely we found that adult dogs do not react much differently 

to dog-directed speech than they do to normal speech." Mathevon thinks this may be 

because adult dogs are (c) "choosy": they will only respond more positively to a 

familiar person. 

The researchers also discovered that human speakers in the experiment used 

dog-directed speech regardless of whether the dogs in their pictures were adults or 

puppies. Communication like this must have existed for a long time, as dogs have 

been an important part of human life for thousands of years. Thus, our long 

association has led to (d) a degree of mutual understanding. 

The research adds a new (e) dimension to the idea that we talk differently to 
puppies because we are affected by their cute "baby-like" appearance. This model of 

human behavior is known as the baby model. It suggests that we respond to the 

faces of baby animals in a similar way to the way we respond to the faces of human 
babies because we want to take care of them. This was one of the study'S original 

(f) hypotheses: humans use dog-directed speech because we are sensitive to the baby

like qualities of the face of any small animal. But actually, according to Mathevon, 

the study demonstrates that we use dog-directed speech or baby-directed speech not 

because the listener is young and cute, but because we want to interact with a non

speaking listener. 
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Thus, the research team has concluded that dog-directed speech is an example 

of the way we talk whenever we feel that the listener has not mastered the language 
completely or has difficulty in understanding us. (g) In the long term, though, 

Mathevon and his team plan to concentrate their research on investigating better 

ways for us to communicate with dogs. 

Helen Briggs, ·'Puppy talk'-why do we use it and do dogs respond?" Ie: J:: G (-$c)(~) 

r~'A *~O)pq.g'L~¥$C9.Q1b0)~."f0) (11 "'22) b'S4?~~c. -r0)*~~~2A 

it J::o 

11 A team of scientists in France used pets and babies to investigate how cute 

people think pets are. 

12 In the study, researchers said phrases like "Who's a good boy?" to their pet 

dogs. 

13 Adult dogs and puppies heard recordings of dog-directed speech as well as 

of people talking in a normal voice. 

14 People taking part in the study were given two different sets of expressions 

to use when making their recordings. 

15 During the study, dogs reacted positively when they saw the faces of the 

people talking to them. 

16 When we talk to babies in a slow, high voice, it prevents them from 

developing their language skills. 
17 Adult dogs responded to dog-directed speech and normal speech in similar 

ways. 
18 People in the study talked to the pictures of adult dogs in the same way that 

they talked to those of puppies. 

19 The researchers claim that dog-directed speech is a recent development in 

the relationship between humans and dogs. 

20 The "baby model" of human behavior describes the way that dogs take care 

of babies. 

21 One explanation for the use of dog-directed speech is that we use it because 

we think dogs cannot fully understand human language. 

22 Mathevon plans to do further research into interactions between people 
who have communication difficulties. 
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~B *~~~~~LZ~~~~~~~~. ~~ (1-4) ~61?~~~ ~~*%~ 
~2A-tt~o 

1 The main purpose of this article is to suggest that more research is needed 

into children's listening skills. 

2 The main purpose of this article is to describe the different ways that dogs 

help people communicate with each other. 

3 The main purpose of this article is to persuade people to communicate 

more clearly with animals. 

4 The main purpose of this article is to report on research into the language 

that humans use with dogs. 

r,,~c *~~j1gg~,~,£x Z. ~~gB (a· c • e • f) ~fi~· j1gg'L~~ilIl,\~~~. 

~~~~~~ (1-4) ~61?~~~. ~~*%~~A-tt~o 

(a) sheds light on 

1 gives insight into 

3 denies a suspicion about 

(c) choosy 

1 passive 

( e ) dimension 

1 SIze 

(f) hypotheses 

2 careless 

2 element 

1 possible explanations 
3 extreme conclusions 

2 expresses an opinion about 

4 reduces the probability of 

3 particular 4 selected 

3 time 4 appeal 

2 unexpected results 
4 proven facts 

r,,~ D *~~j1gg~,~,£ x Z. ~~gB (b· d • g) ~fi~· j1gg'L~~ilIl,\~~~. ~ 

~~~~~ (1-4) ~61?~~~. ~~*%~~A-tt~o 

(b) in the absence of other cues 

including extra signals 
2 without additional hints 

3 with several different conditions 

4 lacking any real meaning 

(d) a degree of mutual understanding 

1 a qualification that everyone can attain 

2 a temperature that is appropriate for both 

3 a certain amount of shared comprehension 
4 a remarkable shortage of affection 
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(g) In the long term 

lOver an extended period of time 
2 U sing many difficult words 

3 Through complicated vocabulary 

4 Under a range of conditions 

II ;~0)~)(:b\)(:5*~b'?1tP;1;~t<:~t}J1j:)(:~c1j:~~ oj t<:. ~PJT (a'" I) t<:An~O) 

t<:Jii'b~31j:~iHij~. ~n-Fn~3~2~ (a'" I) O)~fR~ (1 "'4) b'S 1 ?~"'c. 

~O)fi~~~2A it ~o (24 I.?J 

I grew up in a household where both parents had jobs that kept them busy. I was 

often left to myself, and I was always getting myself ( a ) trouble because I rushed 

around so much. But I was ( b ) to be gifted with a fairly safe environment out in 

the country, and I was able to explore the outdoors. There was a forest behind our 

house, and it offered a peaceful escape away ( c ) the rush of busy people. I loved 

hiking the trails and climbing the trees in the forest because of the sense of freedom 

it offered. 

As I got into my teens, I developed a passion for climbing that ( d ) me from 

the tall trees in my backyard to climbing steep cliffs and mountains. However, my 

bursts of youthful energy made some of those climbs ( e ) and more difficult than 
they should have been. I started to find myself in dangerous situations. And many 

times I exhausted myself so much that I couldn't ( f ) complete the climb. 

Fortunately, I learned how to control my speed. When I was 19, I was taught a 

walking technique by an old mountain climber. He gave me advice about how to rest 

while continuing to walk. This technique, which I still ( g ) today, allows me to hike 

or climb with little effort. I can move very quickly, but the technique gives me 

conscious control over my energy and direction. It allows me to find my most ( h ) 

speed. It allows me to plan each step. 
The old climber also taught me that I should not be ( i ) to stop and rest during 

the hike itself. In this way, I can make sure I have a clear plan to deal with any 

unforeseen circumstances that might ( j ). When I am faced with an emergency, I 

can relax and make a plan. When things are most urgent, this practice of slowing 

down offers time to consider the situation calmly. 
In 1987, I was in Pakistan to climb one of the world's highest peaks. Our 

expedition faced a lot of problems. A long storm ( k ) most of our food and an 

avalanche devastated our camp, destroying our tents. In the face of each disaster, we 
took time to develop a new plan. Snow caves replaced lost tents. Soups replaced full 

( 1 ). Eventually, we climbed to the top, then made our way safely down. 

Controlling our speed saved our lives. 

Phil Powers, "This I Believe: Slowing Down" 'C ~ 0 (-$c)l:~) 
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(a) 1 m 2 to 3 for 4 under 

(b) thoughtful 2 correct 3 lucky 4 unfortunate 

(c) 1 for 2 from 3 to 4 m 

(d) 1 take 2 taken 3 took 4 taking 

(e) 1 risky 2 pleasure 3 danger 4 peaceful 

(f) 1 help 2 Imagme 3 seldom 4 even 

(g) 1 stop 2 practice 3 ask 4 quit 

(h) 1 influential 2 effective 3 embarrassing 4 difficult 

(i) 1 afraid 2 frighten 3 feared 4 scary 

(j) cause 2 find 3 become 4 anse 

(k) 1 tired out 2 wiped out 3 took over 4 sorted through 

(1) meals 2 meats 3 minds 4 moods 

III ;!R(J)~"Sl:. (a'" d) (J)~pJT~LA:tl.~(J)~L~'blMt}]1J:'b(J)~, of :tl. -F:tl. """F (J) (1 '" 4 ) 

~G1?~~~, of(J).~~~A~~o (8 #.0 

(a) The website is ( ), so we cannot access our data. 

1 over hand 2 in proportion 

3 in place 4 under construction 

(b) At the foot of the mountain ( ) the church, one of the oldest religious 

buildings in the area. 

1 is laying 2 lies 3 lied 4 lays 

(c) Children in elementary school ( ) height measured every year. 

1 have their 2 have one's 

3 make their 4 make one's 

(d) A: I need to write something down. Do you have a pen? 

B: No, but I have a pencil. 

A: ( ) Thanks. 

1 How do you do? 2 That will do. 

3 You're welcome. 4 None of your business. 
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~ ~~~~(a-c) ~~~~·m~~~~~~~~~~1~~~o~~~~L~m~ 

~G~~m~~u. ~L~mm~~~~~~om5M~~~~~~~mm~1m~2A 

-tt ~o (9 t,() 

(a) I had no difficulty in making myself understand in English when I went 

to England late last year. 

(b) A famous musician, who fortune came from his performing career, has 

a large studio where he gives free guitar lessons to local kids. 

( c) People who do not usually take chances can be more daring when 

inspiring by those around them. 

v ~~8~(a-d)~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~. ~~.~.m~~~mt~ 
~.~! 1 ~!~~2A -tt ~o ~cB. llHl.l~~!¥~;l::m5M'L9~~L~2A <!~ "tL\~o (12 t,() 

(19IJ) { Karen is a very influential woman in this company. 

Karen has great i in this company. m5 influence 

(a) { The probability of rain tomorrow is very high. 

It is highly p that it will rain tomorrow. 

(b) {
When they hear a funny joke, most people break into laughter. 

Most people I when they hear a funny joke. 

(c) {
This swimming pool is two meters deep. 

The d of this swimming pool IS two meters. 

(d) { This is secret information; I'm telling you in confidence. 

Please keep this information c ; it's a secret. 
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~2A-ttJ:o 1J:(!3, :timO)3Z:'¥';!:m~mH<:9C'<:~2A~tl-r1.'~o CI5 #.0 

Jack: Jill! I haven't (a) s you for a long time, What have you been doing? 

Jill : It has been a long time, hasn't it! I went to Japan on a student exchange 

program. 

Jack: How did it (b) 9 ? 
Jill : The time went so quickly that I feel (e) a if the whole trip were just a ---

dream. 

Jack: Well, we certainly missed hanging out with you. Was it tough to make new 

friends? 

Jill : Not in the (d) 1 ! Everyone was so kind, and it was really interesting to ---
make conversations using both English and Japanese. 

Jack: Sounds pretty cool. 

Jill : Never had so much fun in my life. And as I think back on it, I was never 

bored-maybe the best experience I've ever had. 

Jack: Now that is quite motivating-I've (e) 9 to give it a try as well . ..;.....--
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Abandoning bad habits is never easy. The American writer Mark Twain once 

compared them to undesirable guests-they cannot be simply thrown out of the 

window but must be persuaded to come downstairs a step at a time. Twain was 
joking, but people face this problem every day. How can we persuade a bad habit to 

leave while encouraging a new one to take its place? 

The authors of a new book have devised seven steps to setting new habits. The 
examples given use the goal of losing weight through changes to diet and exercise, 

but the same techniques work for any habit you wish to get rid of or encourage. 

The book's first tip is to use powerful verbs. Studies show that when you express 

your resolution as a hope-"I want to try to lose weight"-you probably won't 

succeed. Instead, state it as a certainty: "I will fit into my favorite jeans." Stating 

your desired change as a wish is like paging through a travel catalog, but stating it in 

direct terms is like (a) putting your foot firmly on the path. 

Secondly, make a public commitment. You are more likely to stick to it if you 

tell your family and your friends and ask for their support. Tell them your exercise 

schedule, and report with (b) satisfaction on how well you are sticking to your plan. 

Tip three involves reminding yourself several times a day about your resolution. 

When you wake up, speak to yourself in the mirror, saying out loud both your 

resolution and how you expect to achieve it. When you succeed in the new behavior, 

(e) acknowledge doing so and enjoy the feeling of renewed self-control. Just like any 

new learning, new behaviors are strengthened when you practice recalling and 

applying them. 

Fourth, when you can, create physical reminders to help manage temptations. 

For example, if one of Paul's weaknesses is cookies, but he lives with others who 

keep boxes of them on hand, he should put notes on the boxes that say, "Paul, don't 

eat the cookies." That way, when the old habit drives him to the cupboard, he will be 

more likely to pause, reflect on his goal, and find the (d) resolve to turn away. 

The authors' fifth idea involves mental training using constructive images. 

Imagine the steps you need to take to get to your goal. For instance, picture yourself 

going out to dinner and picking only healthy foods to eat. 

Associating with a group of people sharing similar goals is tip number six. 
Breaking an established habit is a long, hard process, and having a group with 

whom you can share your challenges can help you (e) stay in the game. Whatever 

your goal, the chances are good that you can easily find a group of (f) like-minded 

people in your community who are supporting each other on the path to self

improvement. 

Finally, it is easier to acquire your new habit if you accept your weakness and 
refuse to be defeated by obstacles. Even if you fail, when you wake up the next 
morning, remind yourself of your commitment, and press ahead. This last step is 

one of the most challenging, but it is essential. 

-2-



Changing a habit takes several steps; you cannot just make a statement about 

your goal and expect that it will come to pass. Like all learning, changing a habit is 

a gradual process of making new mental connections and reinforcing them through 

practice so that the desired action becomes your (g) natural impulse over time. 

Henry L. Roediger, III & Peter C. Brown, "Seven science-backed tips for forming habits 

that stick" ~L ~ 0 (-$2)(~) 

rp~ A *3tCl)pgg't:.g.¥.l!:'t ~'bCl)~. "FCl) (11 ...... 22) b'S 4 -::>~~ 't:'. i"Cl).~~~2A 

it d::o 

11 Mark Twain wrote that it is best to throw unwelcome guests out of the 

window. 

12 The authors reviewed a recent book encouraging people to lose weight. 
13 Your choice of vocabulary affects the extent to which you will be able to 

realize your goal. 

14 It is better to keep your goals private than to tell others about them. 

15 The authors suggest that a person should often bring to mind his or her 

commitment to change. 

16 Talking to a friend in front of a mirror every morning is the third tip that 

the writers give. 
17 Learning new habits is considered to be different from other kinds of 

learning. 

18 By writing notes on the boxes of cookies, Paul will stop his friends from 

eating them. 

19 Imagining yourself choosing food that is good for you is an example of the 

use of constructive images. 
20 Becoming a member of a group of people who share similar goals will be a 

long, hard process. 

21 Refusing to be defeated by obstacles is the easiest step in changing your 

habits. 

22 There are a number of actions you need to perform to change your habits. 
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~2A-tt~o 

I The main purpose of this article is to describe verbal, physical, and mental 

techniques that we can use to change our behavior. 

2 The main purpose of this article is to persuade us to take care of our health 
by developing the habits of healthy eating and regular exercise. 

3 The main purpose of this article is to compare various physical and mental 

training methods that can be used when we learn a new language. 

4 The main purpose of this article is to suggest ways that we can meet new 

people who will help us to succeed in reaching our goals. 

r~~c *~~pgg~;~,*xZ. ~*iff~ (b· c· d· g) ~fi~·pggt<:~~)fil,"\~~~. 

~h~h~~ (1-4) ~61?~~~. ~~fi%~~A-tt~o 

(b) satisfaction 

I advice 2 pride 3 kindness 4 survival 

(c) acknowledge 
I reverse 2 return to 3 recognize 4 rest from 

(d) resolve 
I result 2 determination 3 hope 4 solution 

(g) natural impulse 

I persuasion 2 impatience 3 prediction 4 instinct 

r~~ D *~~pgg~,~,* X Z. ~*iff~ (a • e • f) ~fi~· pggt<:~~)fil,"\~~~. ~ 

h~h~~ (1-4) b'61 ?~~~. ~~fi%~~2A-tt~o 

(a) putting your foot firmly on the path 

I starting your journey with a strong will 

2 thinking about changing your direction 
3 finishing your trip as quickly as possible 
4 deciding to cancel your plans reluctantly 

( e ) stay in the game 

I play again 2 gIve up 3 keep going 

(f) like-minded people 

I people who enjoy psychology 

2 people who think in a similar way 
3 people who care about helping others 
4 people with strong opinions 

-4-
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~(1)*-91i-~2A -tt J::o (24 I.?,) 

In the early 19th century, an important event occurred ( a ) the forests of the 

Pacific Northwest in America. As a result of this event, a young Native American 

man became the chief of his tribe and received the name Seattle. Later in his life, a 

city was ( b ) for him. 

The event started with a ( c ) discovery by a small group of hunters from a 

coastal tribe. They discovered that many warriors from a few rival tribes inland were 

gathering in order to attack their village. So the hunters quietly rushed back to their 

village to warn the chief and his elders about the coming danger. Since most of the 

men were scattered out hunting ( d ), the situation looked bad. The chief and his 

elders discussed two possible strategies: either run away or become slaves. Both 

possibilities seemed equally undesirable. 

However, at that dark moment a young man from the hunting party stood up to 

speak. He was not ( e ) young man. First of all, he was much taller than the other 

warriors. He had proved himself to be the strongest, fastest, and toughest fighter that 

the tribe had ever had. He was also very smart. ( f ), a young adult like him would 

not be listened to-he was simply considered too young. But he had a very good 

reputation for ( g ) thinking, and he was also one of the sons of the chief of his tribe. 

His plan was brilliant and immediately accepted. Since he knew that their 

enemies would approach by coming down the river by canoe, he led his group of 

warriors to a ( h ) place on the river. Here, the river made a sharp bend, and this hid 

some rapids* just beyond. In that area, he had his men cut down a large tree and 

place it between the bend and the rapids. They sank it ( i ) the surface of the water 

so that it would be difficult to see. Then they hid among the trees and waited for the 

enemIes. 

Soon, just as the young warrior thought, the enemies came down the river and 

hit the tree. This caused their canoes to tum ( j ). All the enemies were thrown into 

the rapids. It was then easy for the young leader of the group to scatter them and 

( k ) a total victory. 

This victory was brought about by intelligence, strength, and courage. It ( I ) 

the young warrior as a true leader of his tribe. He was honored at the celebration 

campfire afterwards, and he was given a special name: Chief Seattle. 

*rapids: 7frttLiJ'\Jflt )Ef:~ 

(a) on 2 without 3 with 4 III 

(b) 1 named 2 called 3 filled 4 placed 

(c) 1 triumph 2 chance 3 useless 4 false 
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(d) 1 elsewhere 2 altogether 3 forever 4 worthwhile 

(e) 1 a clever 2 an ordinary 3 a quick 4 an exceptional 

(f) 1 Afterwards 2 Rarely 3 Normally 4 Hardly 

(g) 1 clear 2 poor 3 foolish 4 light 

(h) 1 same 2 strict 3 fake 4 certain 

(i) 1 above 2 below 3 up 4 down 

(j) 1 to 2 beyond 3 over 4 out 

(k) blame 2 achieve 3 stop 4 avoid 

(1) regarded 2 felt 3 lost 4 marked 

III ;'J:.(J)~><' (a"'d) (J)~jiJT~LAtt~(J)~L1N'biMtn1J:'b(J)~, i"tt~tt"""F(J) (1 "'4) 

b'i":> 1 ?~Iv -C:', -t-(J)fiiS-~~2A-tt J::o (8 g) 

(a) In order to start a fashion company, you need a certain amount of ( ). 

1 account 2 brand 3 capital 4 bill 

(b) Gary and his wife ( 

1 had a discussion 

3 are discussing 

) the matter many times but came to no conclusion. 

2 discussed 

4 were discussed 

( c) My son said he did not know that I was there, ( ) was a lie. 

1 whichever 2 which of 3 of which 4 which 

(d) A: How long ( ) Tom? 

B: About fifteen years now. 

do you know 

3 would you know 

2 have you known 

4 are you knowing 

IV ;'J:.(J)~><' (a"'c) ~L~;j:><'5*·~g5*.t(J)~~I)b\i"tt~'tt 1 ?d5~o """Fi!~~LtdfijiJT 
b'i":>-t-(J)~g~~tf, iE Ll,\~ff~~L~~Jtt~.J::o m1iml~L~;j:~~~xtdgff~-C:' 1 ~~~2A 
-It J::o (9 g) 

(a) Inland regions of Italy enjoy fresh fish thank to the existence of an 

efficient delivery service. 

(b) The total time spending on housework has not changed in the last fifty 

years in spite of the availability of modem conveniences. 

(c) Sharing memories with friends and family enables people to 

communicate with each other more frequent. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

{ Karen is a very influential woman in this company. 

Karen has great i in this company. m~ influence 

{
The marriage rate has been decreasing in recent years. 

The number of people who get m has been going down in recent 

years. 

IYOU can't compare apples and potatoes. They are completely different 

foods! 

Apples and potatoes are not c . They are completely different 

foods! 

{
If you want to succeed in the entertainment business, you need to work 

hard. 

You need to work hard if you want s in the entertainment business. 

{ The introduction of artificial intelligence may be dangerous. 

It may be dangerous to i artificial intelligence. 

VI ;~O)~~i!io)"""F~gB (a'" e) -fn~n'L. t~~c!nt<:><:*c'~~ ~lti:'b~t}]tJ: 1 ~g7i 

~2A-ttd::o tJ:cB. lti:f}]0)><:*'ctm~mI'L9l:"L~2Ac!nZl,\~o (IS g) 

Rob : Wow, it's chilly outside. My hands are blocks ofice! 

Cathy: (a) W are your gloves? And your hat? And your jacket? 

Rob : At home, I guess. I didn't think I would need them. 

Cathy: But it's January! Did you really expect that you could just walk around in a 

Rob : 

T-shirt at this time of (b) y ? 

It's been so mild recently. And it was so warm in the autumn that I never 

bothered putting my summer clothes away. But it looks like winter's here 

(c) _a __ Iast. 

Cathy: It's a good thing this house is nice and warm. 

Rob : Actually, can we turn the heater up just a bit? And could you lend me a 

(d) p of gloves for the walk back home? 

Cathy: I might have some that will (e) f . Fortunately you've got very slender 

fingers. I hope you like pink! 
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(32 #.0 

Having instant access to information is one of the benefits of modem life. 

Imagine you get lost trying to find a famous museum. Until about ten years ago, you 
had to stop someone on the street and ask for directions. Today, even with people 

around you, you might find yourself reaching for the powerful (a) fountain of 
information in your pocket: your smartphone. Directions to the museum, 

recommendations for the best places to have lunch, and much more are (b) literally in 

your hand, anytime and anywhere you go. 

Such convenient access to information is no doubt useful. Smartphone map 
applications are more reliable than the confusing directions of a stranger. And when 
we use a smartphone, we run zero risk of getting into an unpleasant interaction with 

another person. 
Contrary to most people's expectations, though, social interactions with 

strangers can be surprisingly enjoyable. They can also be a powerful tool in building 

a sense of connection, community, and belonging: a sense of trust. Economists 

sometimes refer to these invisible links that hold society together as "social capital." 
But these bonds between members of a society have very real consequences. For 

example, when trust between people in a country goes up, so does economic growth. 
At the individual level, people who trust others more tend to be healthier. 

But could our increasing reliance on information from devices be costing us 

opportunities to build this social capital? To examine this question, two researchers 

looked at the relationship between how frequently people in America used their 
smartphones to obtain information and how much they trusted strangers. They found 
that the more often people used their smartphones to obtain information, the less 

they trusted strangers. Frequent smartphone users also felt less trust in people from 
other religions and people of other nationalities. 

On the other hand, using smartphones for information was not related to how 

much people trusted their friends and family. This pattern of results suggests that 
there is something about relying on smartphones for information that might be 

(c) eroding trust, specifically in "outsiders." It could be that by (d) substituting screen 
time for interactions with strangers, we are giving up opportunities to build a sense 
of trust in others. 

So what's unique about smartphones? They provide access to on-demand 
information that no other device can provide. If, when looking for that famous 

museum, you had tried to use your laptop computer to obtain directions, you would 
have had to find Internet access and somewhere to sit to use your laptop. With a 

smartphone, all you have to do is get it out, tap it a few times, and (e) be on your way. 
In the evolutionary tree of information technology, smartphones are an entirely new 

(f) species. The problem is that they allow us to access information anywhere we go, 
even when a friendly stranger is passing us by right when we want directions or 

restaurant recommendations. In this way, we lose an opportunity to build trust. 

-2-



Of course, it is possible that people who trust outsiders less may also become 

more likely to use their smartphones for information. But if this is true, we might be 

(g) in the midst of a vicious cycle. In other words, as we increasingly rely on 
smartphones for information, we miss opportunities to build a sense of trust; then, 

because we trust others less, we rely on our smartphones even more. 

As information technology continues to make our lives easier, research has 
begun to highlight the possible cost of constant information access. By turning to 

convenient electronic devices, we may be having a larger effect on our lives and our 
society than we think. 

Kostadin Kushlev, "Does your smartphone make you less likely to trust others?" ~;: ~ G 

(-$~~) 

r",A *)to)p;j~1nL~B:9~1b0)~, "Fo) (11-22) fJ'64?~A/~, ~0)1I~~~2A 

it d::o 

11 When you were looking for a museum ten years ago, people used to stop 

you from getting directions. 

12 Strangers who rely on smartphone map applications give confusing 

directions. 

13 Using a map application is a way to avoid being involved in an 

uncomfortable conversation. 

14 Most people think that they will enjoy having a conversation with a person 

they haven't met before. 

15 Economists say that "social capital" is significant as well as easy to see. 

16 Trust between people in a country is related to economic growth in that 

country. 
17 Two researchers looked at how frequently Americans used their 

smartphones to contact strangers. 

18 The researchers found that people who used their smartphones for 

information more often, trusted foreigners less. 

19 The extent to which people trust family members depends on how much 

they use smartphones for information. 

20 It is more convenient to use a laptop to obtain directions than to do so using 
a smartphone. 

21 Because smartphones allow us to access information anywhere we go, we 

have the chance to build connections with friendly strangers. 

22 As we lose our trust in people, it is possible that we will depend more 
heavily on mobile technology. 
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~aA'\tJ:o 

1 This article is mainly about how members of a society can work together to 

build a sense of trust. 

2 This article is mainly about the best ways to obtain directions when you are 

visiting a famous museum. 

3 This article is mainly about one of the disadvantages of using mobile 

information technology. 

4 This article is mainly about how smartphones are likely to develop in the 

future. 

rl" C *~~l1gg~ ,~, * 5t ~, ~~g~ (a • b • c • f) ~itP! ·l1gg'~.~ilrl, ,~~~, 

~n~n~~ (1 ~4) D'S 1 ?~~~, ~~.~~~2A'\tJ:o 

(a) fountain 

1 water 2 foundation 3 failure 4 source 

(b) literally 

1 nearly 2 potentially 3 actually 4 theoretically 

(c) eroding 

1 breaking down 2 building up 

3 talking about 4 looking up 

(f) speCIes 

1 type 2 end 3 word 4 requirement 

MD *~~l1gg~~*5t~, ~~$(d·e·g) ~~p!·l1gg~.~ilr~~~~, ~ 

n~n~~ (1 ~4) D'S 1 ?~~~, ~~.~~~2A'\tJ:o 

(d) substituting screen time for interactions with strangers 

1 understanding each other in foreign countries 

2 creating applications to talk to unfamiliar people for a long time 
3 going to the cinema with people you don't know 

4 using electronic devices instead of talking to new people 

(e) be on your way 

1 get lost 

3 switch off 

(g) in the midst of a vicious cycle 

1 surviving a violent conflict 

3 trapped in a worsening state 

-4-

2 continue your journey 

4 rethink your approach 

2 riding in a dangerous vehicle 

4 involved in an improving situation 
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When Rick got to his apartment building, he immediately went to unlock his 

mailbox. He was excited because he was expecting the ( a ) of an important letter 

that was supposed to contain a lot of money. Unfortunately, on opening the mailbox 
he didn't find the letter. 

Because he was worried about the missing letter, his mind filled ( b ) 

possibilities. One, the letter had not arrived yet, but was merely delayed. Two, the 

letter had not been sent yet. Three, the letter had been lost either ( c ) being 

processed or delivered. Four, someone had broken into the mailbox and the letter 

had been stolen. And there could be other more unlikely possibilities. 

In order to judge the many possibilities of events like this, a "tool" of reasoning 

was devised ( d ) ago. It became known as Occam's Razor since it was first outlined 

by William of Ockham (or Occam). His simple ( e ) proved quite useful in helping 

to evaluate several competing explanations. ( f ) him, when there are several 

possible explanations, the simplest is most likely the best. Therefore, you should cut 

anything that is unnecessarily complicated. 
Now in the case of this missing letter, some of these four possibilities are 

simpler than others, and this is where Occam's Razor comes into play. The first two 

options are the least complicated. Option 1 involves poor judgment ofthe time taken 

to process the ( g ), and it might simply arrive the next day. Option 2 involves the 

conscious act of lying ( h ) the sender. Thus, the letter might come the next day if at 

all. 
However, the situation ( i ) increasingly complicated as the other options are 

considered. Option 3 involves a trained postal worker not properly sorting that 

particular letter. Again, the letter might arrive late (or never if it was completely 

lost). This is a lower probability because it involves another person-someone ( j ) 

Rick or the sender-who acted unprofessionally. Option 4 involves proper delivery, 
but then someone else committed a crime by ( k ) into a mailbox located in a public 

area. This is an even lower probability because it involves more people (possible 

witnesses, too) and more actions. 

Occam's Razor would cut the ( 1 ) likely options and select the simpler (the 
first-or perhaps the second) as the more likely unless evidence arises that supports 

a different option. Therefore, in Rick's case, he should probably simply relax and 

check his mail the next day. 
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III 

(a) 1 delay 2 arrival 3 loss 4 performance 

(b) 1 over 2 up 3 with 4 through 

(c) 1 while 2 that 3 what 4 which 

(d) I ever 2 for 3 back 4 long 

(e) I problem 2 approach 3 event 4 fantasy 

(f) 1 According to 2 Because of 3 Back to 4 In spite of 

(g) 1 sender 2 explanation 3 letter 4 mailbox 

(h) 1 by 2 between 3 over 4 under 

(i) I become 2 became 3 becoming 4 becomes 

(j) I named 2 other than 3 including 4 such as 

(k) 1 stealing 2 breaking 3 opemng 4 dropping 

(1) 1 final 2 most 3 less 4 unusually 

~~~~(a-d) ~~~~A~~~~fi~~~C~~~. ~~~~""F~ (1 -4) 
~61~~~~. ~~.%~~A~~o (8 #'0 

(a) Douglas has been on good ( ) with Fred for more than two decades. 

1 condition 2 connections 3 timing 4 terms 

(b) My favorite part of the novel was ( ) the heroine decided to visit a new 
country. 

1 which 2 what 3 who 4 when 

(c) There is ( ) whether the price of gasoline will increase or decrease in the 
future. 

1 telling 2 no telling 3 told 4 not told 

(d) A: I've started jogging every morning. 
B: ( ). I should start doing some exercise, too. 

1 My pleasure 
3 Good for you 

2 You're welcome 
4 Me neither 

W ~~~~(a-c) ~~~m·~mk~~~6~~~~1~~~o""F~~~L~m~ 
~6~~~~~U. ~L~~m~.~~~~oM~~~~~~m~~~m~1~~~A 

~~o (9 #'0 

(a) One of the merit of dressing informally is that it makes the atmosphere 

more comfortable. 
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(b) I wish I ~ go back and experience all of those magical and wonderful 

moments again. 

( c ) When it comes to making great art, you might be surprising to learn 

how much effort is required. 

v ~O)~$§ (a - d) O)~j~Jtb\'iJ:'tlii.l t.::.p~at:1J:~J:? 't:, ""Ftti$O)!1!~O)jm~~c t.i: 

~!1!~81 ~1i:-~2A:ttJ:o t.i:jf.), HU]]0)){*'cJ:Wt~tIII't:9"t"t:~2A<!tt ~l.'\~o (12 #'0 

(-9lD { Karen is a very influential woman in this company. 

Karen has great i in this company. Wt~ influence 

(a) { IK. Rowling is a writer with a great imagination. 

IK. Rowling is a very i writer. 

(b) { A computer company employed him. 

He found e at a computer company. 

(c) { Differences in religion cause problems in many parts of the world. 

Problems in many areas of the world are caused by r differences. 

(d) {
It is my intention to graduate next spring. 

I i to graduate next spring. 

~ ~o)~~o)""Ftti$(a-e)~tt~tt~, ~~<!n~){*"t'~*~~~~~t.i:1~1i:-

~2A -tt J:o t.i:jf.), ~VJo)){*'cJ:Wt~g't:9"t"t:~2A <!n ~l. '\~o (15.¢.() 

Margaret: Are you busy? Can I have a few minutes of your time? 

Jamie Sure, I'm (a) n doing anything at the moment. 

Margaret: Could you give me some advice? It's my friend's wedding next week, 

and I've no idea what I should (b) _W __ 

Jamie Are you sure you're talking to the right person? 

Margaret: Of (c) c ! You always have really nice clothes. And you've been to 

lots of weddings, right? 

Jamie Only one. But I do know that the bride should be the only person in 

white, so you'll (d) n to choose a different color. Pastel colors are ---
good. 

Margaret: I haven't got anything like that. Can I ask you another favor? Would you 

Jamie 

come shopping with me? The summer sales have (e) j started! 

You know what? I've suddenly discovered that I'm really, really busy 

right now! 
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Surfing is more than just men on boards riding waves. In fact, it has developed 

into an international subculture that includes competition, attitude, and fashion. And 

surfing includes women-rightly so because women took a leading role in early 

surfing history when it was first discovered in Hawaii. 

Captain Cook provided the first European (a) account of Hawaii in 1778. In it, he 

wrote about a native woman who "paddled her board through heavy surf to catch 

and ride the rolling waves." He also observed that women were just as ready as men 

"to place themselves on the summit of the largest wave." In other words, this first 

record of surfing had women as being equal to or even better than men at riding the 

giant waves. In fact, a legendary Hawaiian princess was said to be the greatest surfer 

of them all. 

Things changed in the 20th century with the development of transportation and 

communication systems, especially cars, airplanes, and television. These systems 

almost instantly gave young people all around the world an opportunity to see and 

explore this exciting new activity of surfing. What was once a local island sport now 

seemed perfect for anyone who had the time, energy, and money to enjoy beach life. 

And indeed, surfing quickly (b) took root especially along the coasts of developed 

countries with long beaches and warm weather like Australia and the USA. 

Unfortunately, as the surfing explosion (e) swept around the world, women practically 

disappeared as active participants. 

Thus, in these early years of surfing's global growth, it became very rare to see 

a woman surf, let alone compete. Instead, the women were often meant to sit on the 

beach and watch while the men (d) chased the monster waves to show off their skills 

and courage. "When I grew up, surfing was very male-driven and pretty aggressive," 

says Jon Laurenson, a magazine publisher. Women, he adds, weren't encouraged. It 

was more like, "Just come to the beach and look pretty." 

Thankfully, things are now changing back to their Hawaiian origins, and 

nowhere is that more apparent than in Australia. In fact, Australia has the highest 

percentage of female surfers in the world. A third of the country's two million 

surfers are women (compared with 15% in the US). Women's surfing there has not 

only given birth to an independent industry but also to a unique culture consisting of 

salty-haired beauty, freedom, and a relaxed womanly nature. Women have, over the 

decades, (e) made the sport their own. 

One place in particular where this has occurred is Byron Bay. Famous for its 

warm waters and relaxed atmosphere, it has also become the center of a new 

Australian female surfing culture, according to Laurenson. If you are looking for the 

modern Australian surfer girl, he says, you'll find her there, "where there are more 

women in the water than guys." 

Cait Miers is a surfer and photographer whose work captures the romantic 
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atmosphere of days spent riding the ocean. For her, being on a wave is spiritual: 

"Your mind is blank, and there's a sense of freedom." According to another woman 

surfer, surfing "gets you active and interacting with others, and it's great for your 
mental health. For the vast majority of women, surfing is as much about the lifestyle 
as it is about the act of surfing itself." 

There has also been a (f) boom in female surf fashion, from board shorts to 

colorful wetsuits. For Miers, this is a positive development. As a teenage surfer, she 

was often called a tomboy. * Now, though, "it's becoming more and more acceptable 
for girls just to go out and surf well-and guys respect that." Of course, there is still 

(g) an aspect to it all that's about looking good. For the true surfer girl, though, it's 

about "feeling good" first, with "looking good" coming in a distant second. 

*tomboy: 40'"[ AA;f'~N 

Clarissa Sebag-Montefiore, "Of waves & women" tcJ::@ (-$c~~) 

rlJ~ A *~Cl)f7'J~~i:-@j!l:9 ~'bCl)~, 1'Cl) (11 '" 22) il'6 4 ?~A,"r', ~Cl)fii5-~~2A 

"It J:o 

11 Surfing culture has spread around the world and has even developed its own 

clothing style. 
12 Cook reported that he saw a native Hawaiian woman surfing on a gentle 

sea. 
13 A native Hawaiian man wrote that women were willing to place themselves 

on top of the highest waves. 
14 In the 18th century, women in Hawaii were at least as good as men at 

surfing. 
15 In the 20th century, access to cars, airplanes, and television made surfing 

less appealing to young people. 
16 At the beginning of surfing's global expansion, women were supposed to 

stay on the beach and be spectators. 
17 Laurenson said that aggressive men persuaded women to stay away from 

the beach. 
18 In Australia there are at least two million female surfers, which is one third 

of all Australian surfers. 
19 Women's surfing was unable to start up an independent industry but it was 

able to develop a unique culture. 
20 Byron Bay is the center of the new surfer girl culture where female surfers 

are more numerous than male. 
21 According to Miers, when you are riding a wave, you have to think about 

many things. 
22 For a girl who is truly dedicated to surfing, how a person looks is more 

important than how a person feels. 
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~B *~~~6~C~LZ~~~W~~~~. ~~ (1-4) ~61?~~~ ~~* 
~~~2A-tt~o 

1 Surfing culture was dominated by men until Captain Cook reported that it 

was originally practiced by men and women equally; now it has achieved 

equality around the world. 

2 After surfing's initial inequality in Hawaii, Australia is a great example of 

how surfing has changed over the years from male domination to its current 

equality. 

3 Surfing was discovered in Hawaii by Captain Cook who then introduced it 

to Australia where it became a sport for men, though women now enjoy 

watching them. 

4 When first discovered, surfing was for men and women equally, but during 

its expansion in the 20th century, men dominated; however, women now 

have their own surfing culture. 

r~~ c *~~P-J~~,~,* x Z. ~$.Iltf~ (a • b . c • f) ~i\P!. P-J~'L~<bin:1. '<b~~. 

~n-Fn~~ (1-4) b'61 ?~~"f. ~~*~~~2A-tt~o 

(a) account 

1 bill 

(b) took root 

1 washed up 

3 moved away 

(c) swept 

1 rushed 

(f) boom 

1 collapse 

3 flower 

2 investment 

2 cleaned 

3 description 4 number 

2 went underground 

4 became established 

3 brushed 

2 sudden growth 

4 total disaster 

4 cried 

r~~D *~~P-J~~,~,*xZ. ~$.Iltf~ (d· e· g) ~i\P!·P-J~'L~~in:I.'<b~~. ~ 

n-Fn~~ (1-4) b'61 ?~~"f. ~~*~~~2A-tt~o 

(d) chased the monster waves 

1 fled from the biggest waves 

2 made the dangerous waves go away 

3 challenged the big waves 

4 went after the biggest whale in the waves 
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( e ) made the sport their own 

1 turned surfing into a sport for women 

2 turned relaxing into a women's sport 

3 created a sport out of looking good for men 

4 created sporting goods for women 

(g) an aspect to it all 

1 an unacceptable style of surfing 

2 a feature of women's surfing culture 

3 one person's view about teenage surfers 

4 an element of surfing that guys dislike 

II ;~o)~)(b\)(j*~b'":)1\~a'iHi:~t}]1j:)(~c1j:~J:?~i:, ~FJT (a- I) ~i:Att~O) 

~i:!N'b~~1j:~~Hi]~, ."ftt~tt~~~2~ (a- I) o)i~UR~ (1 -4) b'S 1 ":)illv-C:', 

."f0).~~~2A 1! J:o (24 #.0 

When Samantha Deffler was young, her mother would often ( a ) her by her 

brother's name or her sister's name--even the dog's name. A lot of people mix up 

children's names or friends' names, but Deffler is a scientist ( b ) specializes in the 

study of memory, and she wanted to find out why these naming mistakes occur. She 

and her colleagues did a survey of 1,700 men and women of different ages and ( c ) 

that naming mistakes are very common. Almost everyone sometimes mixes up the 

names of family and friends. 
Deffier says that naming mistakes are not related to a bad memory or to aging, 

but ( d ) to how the brain categorizes names. It's like having special folders for 

family names and friends' names stored in the brain. When people use the wrong 

name, almost all the time the name that is used is in the same folder. 

It works this way. Imagine you've got your hands ( e ) of groceries and you 

need some quick help from one of your kids. Your brain tries to rapidly search for 
the appropriate name in the family folder, but it may end up with a related name 

( f ), explains Neil Mulligan, another scientist. "As you are preparing to speak, 

you're activating not just that one kid's name, but other competing names," he says. 

You glance ( g ) the names of all your children, stored in the family folder, and 

sometimes a competing name wins. 
There is one group of people who are especially prone to naming mistakes. 

"Moms, especially moms," Samantha Deffler says, explaining that all mothers she 

talked to said they had ( h ) done this. But it's not just human loved ones that are 
filed together in the brain. "( i ) dog we had at the time would be included in the 

string of names that my mother said, along with the names of my sister and my 

brother," Deffler says. So the family dog is often filed with family members, which 

leads to the question: what about the family cat? 
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"You are much more likely to be called by the dog's name than you are to be 

called by the cat's name," Deffler says. This ( j ) that we categorize the dog's name 

along with our family members' names. "And we don't do that with cats or hamsters 

or ( k ) animals," Neil Mulligan says. Maybe that's why we call the ( I ) man's best 

friend. 

III 

Michelle Trudeau, "When The Brain Scrambles Names, It's Because You Love Them" 

Ie J:: G (-$c)(~) 

(a) 1 tell 2 say 3 call 4 phone 

(b) 1 who 2 what 3 when 4 while 

(c) 1 learns 2 learned 3 learning 4 was learned 

(d) 1 also 2 rather 3 not 4 contrary 

(e) 1 full 2 all 3 free 4 heavy 

(f) 1 nowhere 2 yet 3 instead 4 correctly 

(g) 1 with 2 up 3 under 4 through 

(h) ever 2 never 3 probable 4 definitely 

(i) 1 However 2 Whatever 3 Whenever 4 Whoever 

(j) 1 seems 2 feels 3 implies 4 inspires 

(k) also 2 another 3 together 4 other 

(1) dog 2 cat 3 hamster 4 animal 

;!R(J)~"${ (a'" d) (J)~j5fit;:AtL~(J)t;:ii<b~tn~<b(J)~, -rn~n"F(J) (1 '" 4) 

~Gl?~~~, ~(J)*~~~A~J::o (8 g) 

(a) It is such a boring film that it would be a ( ) of time and money for you 

to go and see it. 

1 pass 2 drop 3 waste 4 fall 

(b) For the last twenty years our city has wanted a new women's clinic but 

lacked funds ( ). 

1 to build one 2 for build it 

3 to build each 4 for building either 

(c) The care ( ) which Susan did her work impressed her boss very much. 

1 at 2 of 3 with 4 about 
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(d) A: Can I use your computer for a minute? 

B: ( ) 

A: That's very kind of you. I'll be quick. 

1 Keep in touch. 2 Go ahead. 3 What's up? 4 Let me go. 

IV ;~O)~><:: (a'" c) 'C::'ct><::5*· ~g5*..t0)~ I) b'."fni"n 1 ?d5~o l'*,*1tfltg Ltd'jpjf 
b'G."fO)~g1t~U, IE Ll,'~gff~'C::@~~~~o M~mHC::'ct@~~~ti:~mC 1 ~1t~2A 
it ~o (9,¢,() 

(a) Since Jack can't manage this job, why doesn't he look for someone who 

can help his to do it? 

(b) The zoo spokesman announced that the escaped monkey had not yet 

being captured. 

(c) No matter how hardly I try, I can never do everything that has to be 

done. 

v ~0)3m(a"'d) O)~><::~~~~~ •• ~C~~~~, l'*,*$O)*~O)~~~~C 

~*~g1 ~1t~2Ait~o CcI3, ~fno)(*'ctM~mHC::9C'C::~2A<!n-Cl,'~o (l2,¢,() 

{ Karen is a very influential woman in this company. 

Karen has great i in this company. M~ influence 

(a) { When he was a child, Fred was very poor. 

Fred lived in p as a child. 

(b) { Food is a necessity of life. 

To live, it is n to have food. 

(c) { When traveling, you carry a passport to prove your identity. 

You carry a passport as p of your identity when you travel. 

(d) { This university requires great industry on the part of its students. 

This university requires its students to be i . 
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VI ::!Ro)~~~o)"""F**g~ (a'" e) -Tn-FtUi:, t~~<!nt.:)(:*-r:'~* ~ti'bliMi1JtJ: 1 ~8~ 
~2A-ttJ::o tJ:d:5, timO))(:*';!m~m1'i:9-r:"i:~2A<!nTl,'\~o CI5 #,I.) 

John : You look pleased with yourself today. 

Danny: Do I? 

John : Yes, you can't stop smiling, can you? Come on, tell me! 

Danny: Well, (a) i you really want to know, I heard a funny story about you. 

John : Oh no, I think I can guess what you're going to say. It's about what went on 

yesterday, isn't it? 

Danny: That's right! You got lost (b) 0 the way to the station and missed your 
---

train. 

John : That could (e) h to anyone. I'm sure I'm not the only one who finds 

this area confusing. All the streets look the same. I turned left when I 

(d) S have gone straight. 

Danny: But you've lived here since last April-that's more than ten (e) m now! 

You really know nothing about this city, do you, John? 

John : Guess I'd better buy a map! 
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